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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Time-resolved MRA with the use of bolus injection of paramagnetic agents has proved valuable in
neurovascular imaging. Standard contrast agents have limited blood-pool residence times, motivating the development of highly
protein-bound blood-pool agents with greater relaxivity and longer intravascular residence, affording improved image quality at
lesser doses. This study represents the first comparison of blood-pool agents to standard agents in time-resolved cerebral MRA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: One hundred datasets were acquired at 1.5T by use of a standardized, time-resolved MRA protocol. Patients
received either unit dosing of a standard extracellular agent at 0.1 mmol/kg or a blood-pool agent at 0.03 mmol/kg. Peak arterial and
venous enhancement phases were identified and subsequently scored qualitatively by use of a 4-point Likert scale, with attention to 6
vascular segments: 1) intracranial ICA; 2) MCA M1; 3) MCA M2; 4) MCA M3; 5) deep cerebral veins; and 6) dural venous sinuses.

RESULTS: Fifty MR angiographies were acquired with each agent. No significant differences were found between agents in generation of
uncontaminated arteriograms. Blood-pool agents, at 67% dose reduction, were of significantly greater quality across most vascular
segments, including ICA (P � .019), M2 (P � .003), and M3 (P � .01). Superiority in the M1 segment approached significance (P � .059).
Significantly better venographic quality was noted for deep venous structures (P � .016) with the use of blood-pool agents.

CONCLUSIONS: Blood-pool agents provide superior demonstration of most intracranial vessels in time-resolved MRA compared with
standard agents, at reduced doses. The greater relaxation enhancement and more favorable dosing profile make blood-pool agents
superior to standard agents for use in cerebral time-resolved MRA.

ABBREVIATIONS: TR-MRA � time-resolved MRA; BPA � blood-pool agents; SCA � standard contrast agents; DAVF � dural arteriovenous malformation

Time-resolved MRA (TR-MRA) techniques have shown great

potential as noninvasive approaches to probing vascular flow

in a temporally sensitive manner.1-3 Efforts to rapidly image con-

trast kinetics have benefited from acquisition schemes aimed at

accelerated data collection, primarily through the use of parallel

receive algorithms and novel k-space trajectories.1,3,4 Inherent to

most time-resolved techniques is the intravenous bolus injection

of paramagnetic agents, providing relaxation enhancement of

blood T1.1,5 Growing concerns regarding the safety profile of such

agents, particularly in the setting of renal insufficiency, can limit

their widespread use.6 The small molecular size of many gado-

linium-based vascular contrast agents results in limited blood-

pool residence times; thus, the motivation for development of

blood-pool agents (BPA) exhibiting higher protein binding

and prolonged vascular dwelling.4,7-9 Some BPA formulations

have been observed to augment T1 relaxation enhancement at

1.5T in water, plasma, and, blood, owing to the multiple para-

magnetic ions attached to each macromolecule.9 Their phar-

macokinetic profiles may therefore afford flexibility in allow-

ing for smaller administered doses at theoretically comparable

diagnostic quality.

The first BPA, gadofosveset trisodium (Vasovist; Bayer Scher-

ing Pharma, Berlin, Germany—European, Asian rights; Lantheus

Medical Imaging, Billerica, Massachusetts—North American,

Australian rights) was approved for use in the United States in

2008, and previously in Europe in 2005.4 By comparison to the

100-second distribution phase half-life of standard extracellular
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gadolinium chelates, gadofosveset achieves a mean initial plasma

half-life of 29 minutes in the distribution phase through reversible

albumin binding.10-12

Past studies have investigated the use of BPA for steady-state

MRA, with attention to the theoretic advantages of prolonged

vascular residence for high-resolution angiography; however,

more recent investigations have demonstrated the advantages of

BPA for TR-MRA, exploiting their profile for peripheral and tho-

racic first-pass MRA and focused imaging during the equilibrium

phase.4,13-17 We propose to compare the qualitative efficacy of

BPA with a low protein– bound, standard contrast agent (SCA) in

time-resolved cerebral MR angiography.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Imaging Protocol
One hundred TR-MRA datasets divided equally between BPA and

SCA were acquired on clinical 1.5T systems (Signa HDxH; GE

Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) by use of body transmit and

signal reception with a dedicated 8-channel head coil. Patients

were selected continuously from an electronic query of the radi-

ology informatics system for the primary field of time-resolved

brain MRA between November 2010 and September 2012. Insti-

tutional review board approval was obtained for this investiga-

tion. The administered agent was selected arbitrarily at the time of

examination and without a predefined or set pattern of prescrip-

tion. Most patients underwent TR-MRA for either known or sus-

pected aneurysm, known or suspected dural arteriovenous mal-

formation (DAVF), aneurysm after treatment (after either

endovascular coil or Pipeline Embolization Device [Covidien, Ir-

vine, California]), or DAVF after embolization. Imaging evalua-

tion included a product iteration of 3D time-resolved imaging of

contrast kinetics (TR � 4.5 ms; TE � min; flip angle � 35°; fre-

quency field of view � 17 cm; matrix � 256 � 160 zero-filled and

interpolated to 512 � 512; averages, 0.75; bandwidth, 62.5 KHz;

array spatial sensitivity encoding technique acceleration factor �

2) yielding 10 or 12 dynamic, temporally discrete postcontrast

phases at approximately 4.0-second temporal update.

TR-MRA in all patients was performed after the injection of

either a low protein– bound SCA gadobenate dimeglumine

(MultiHance; Bracco Diagnostics, Princeton, New Jersey), pre-

scribed at 0.1 mmol/kg and 2 mL/s injection rate, or the BPA

gadofosveset trisodium at 0.03 mmol/kg and 1.5 mL/s injection

rate. Slower injection rates for BPA were used to ameliorate sel-

dom-reported midsection burning and discomfort at higher rates as

well as to optimize the biophysical profile of gadofosveset relaxation

enhancement at 1.5T (see Discussion

section). Bolus infusion in both proto-

cols was followed immediately by 25–30

mL normal saline flush at 2 mL/s.

Postinjection delay and sequence trig-

gering were prescribed in an automated

fashion, without user input, by the scan-

ner/sequence manufacturer. The dy-

namic data generated by the time-re-

solved imaging of contrast kinetics

sequence are presented in numbered

temporal datasets. The scan baseline re-

flects the simultaneous initiation of the

sequence and initiation of contrast injection, both occurring un-

der fully automated parameters prescribed by the scanner/se-

quence manufacturer, and without user input. Before contrast/

sequence triggering, a noncontrast mask is acquired for

subtraction. Background subtraction of the precontrast imaging

volume was performed in-line during acquisition, allowing for

production of both background-subtracted and unsubtracted

TR-MRA volumes.

Image Analysis
All data were analyzed by the consensus evaluation of 2 neurora-

diologists, both with subspecialty certification in neuroradiology.

Both readers were blinded to the administered agent at the time of

review. Evaluation was performed as follows: for each examina-

tion, background-subtracted and unsubtracted maximum inten-

sity projection volumes (temporal frames) were simultaneously

evaluated for identification of the temporal phase displaying peak

arterial and venous enhancement. Any temporal discordance be-

tween the 2 volumes was recorded, and the presence or absence of

an uncontaminated (ie, free of venous enhancement) angio-

graphic phase was specifically noted for each case. Peak enhance-

ment phases were determined from the proximal branches of the

circle of Willis and transverse sinuses for arterial and venous

phases, respectively, and numeric temporal phase was recorded

for analysis. Peak enhancement phases and qualitative analysis of

TR-MRA (see below) was generally assessed by inspection of the

bilateral anatomy; however, for cases in which large vascular ab-

normalities, shunt physiology, or artifacts related to stent place-

ment confounded this methodology, characterization was limited

to the disease-free or untreated side.

After determination of peak arterial and venous phases, the

corresponding axial source volumes were selected for further

qualitative analysis. For both phases, subtracted and unsubtracted

source data were synchronized to allow for the simultaneous anal-

ysis of TR-MRA quality, with attention to 6 vascular segments: 1)

cavernous and supraclinoid ICAs; 2) MCA M1 segment; 3) MCA

M2; 4) MCA M3; 5) deep venous system (vein of Galen, internal

cerebral veins, thalamostriate veins); and 6) superficial venous

system (transverse, sigmoid, and superior sagittal sinuses). The

above vascular segments were inspected and scored by the follow-

ing Likert-type scale proposed by Frydrychowicz et al13: 0 � se-

verely limited, nondiagnostic examination; 1 � fair, diagnosis

possible but limited; 2 � good, diagnosis readily possible; and 3 �

excellent diagnostic quality.

Table 1: Analysis of enhancement kinetics: BPA versus SCA
Category BPA SCA P Value

Presence of uncontaminated arterial phase,a % 68 � 47 68 � 47 1
Peak arterial phaseb (sub) 6.96 � 1.63 6.15 � 1.84 .023
Peak arterial phaseb (unsub) 6.96 � 1.63 6.15 � 1.84 .023
Peak venous phaseb (sub) 8.52 � 1.64 8.0 � 1.68 .123
Peak venous phaseb (unsub) 8.52 � 1.64 8.0 � 1.68 .123
Peak venous–peak arterial phaseb (sub) 1.56 � 1.07 1.88 � 1.19 .161
Peak venous–peak arterial phaseb (unsub) 1.56 � 1.07 1.86 � 1.18 .186

Note:—All values are reported as mean � standard deviation; sub, unsub reflect background subtracted and non-
subtracted volumes.
a Percentage of cases with uncontaminated arteriographic phase (see text).
b Expressed in terms of average, time-resolved phase number.
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Images were further characterized for artifact-related degrada-

tion, including motion, ghosting, and residual aliasing or other

artifacts related to parallel acceleration or the view sharing pro-

cess. Scoring for artifactual degradation was performed as follows:

0 � severe degradation precluding diagnosis; 1 � moderate arti-

facts, diagnosis possible but limited; 2 � minor artifacts not af-

fecting diagnosis; and 3 � no artifacts. Binary assessment of back-

ground subtraction quality for each case was rendered as

satisfactory or unsatisfactory.

Statistical Analysis
Categoric data, including the binary determination of the pres-

ence versus absence of an uncontaminated arteriographic

phase—specifically if the peak arteriographic phase was uncon-

taminated—as well as the presence or absence of satisfactory back-

ground suppression were assessed by Fisher exact test. Phase of peak

arterial and peak venous enhancement, as well as the qualitative anal-

ysis of vessel segments and artifactual degradation, were treated as

continuous variables, and analyzed by Student t test.

FIG 1. Patient (71-year-old man) undergoing successive TR-MRA, spaced approximately 1 year apart, for evaluation of previously coiled left
ophthalmic artery aneurysm. Images obtained after injection of SCA (A–D) and obtained with BPA (E–H). Background-subtracted (A and E) and
unsubtracted (B and F) axial MIP volumes from SCA and BPA TR-MRA, respectively; C,G,D, and H are background-subtracted axial source MRA
images from peak arterial phases derived from SCA (phase 7) and BPA (phase 9) examinations. Note the improved demonstration of mid and
distal MCA branches in both hemispheres with administration of the blood-pool agent.
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RESULTS
Ninety-two patients (69 women, 23 men; age, 16 –97 years; me-

dian � 61.5 years) constituted the study population. Eight pa-

tients underwent multiple scans; specifically, 1 patient underwent

4 TR-MR angiographies (3 with SCA, 1 with BPA), 5 patients

underwent 2 TR-MRA (1 each with SCA and BPA), and 2 patients

underwent scanning twice with SCA. No subjects received BPA on

more than a single scanning session. All available scans for all

patients within the accrual period were analyzed, irrespective of

administered agent.

All datasets were complete and deemed to be satisfactory for

assessment. Patients undergoing scanning with SCA were exam-

ined for the following reasons: known or suspected aneurysm

(n � 8); aneurysm imaging status after coil embolization (n �

22); vessel imaging status after Pipeline stent placement (n � 3);

known or suspected DAVF (n � 7); DAVF imaging status after

endovascular therapy (n � 5); and miscellaneous (including diz-

ziness, dementia, and tumor imaging) (n � 5). Among patients

undergoing scanning with BPA, indications included known or

suspected aneurysm (n � 18); aneurysm imaging status after coil

embolization (n � 10); aneurysm imaging status after surgical

clipping (n � 1); vessel imaging status after Pipeline stent place-

ment (n � 6); known or suspected DAVF (n � 7); DAVF imaging

status after endovascular therapy (n � 6); and miscellaneous (in-

cluding hypertension and tumor) (n � 2).

Significant differences were not found between agents in their

likelihood of generating uncontaminated arterial phase volumes

(Table 1), observed for both agents in approximately 68% of ex-

aminations. Despite this similarity, significantly delayed peak ar-

terial phase enhancement (Fig 1) was observed for both the sub-

tracted and unsubtracted BPA angiograms (expressed in terms of

numeric phase) as compared with SCA (6.96 � 1.63 versus 6.15 �

1.84, respectively; P � .023). Minor differences in peak venous

enhancement between the agents did not reach statistical

significance.

BPA angiograms were of generally

greater quality across all interrogated

vascular segments (Table 2), with aver-

age rating compared with SCA on un-

subtracted volumes as follows: ICA �

2.88 � 0.33 versus 2.56 � 0.61, P � .002;

M2 � 2.62 � 0.57 versus 2.24 � 0.69,

P � .003; M3 � 2.44 � 0.58 versus

1.76 � 0.92, P � .001 (Fig 2). A trend

toward superiority of BPA, not reaching

statistical significance, was observed for

the M1 segment of the MCA: 2.8 � 0.45

versus 2.62 � 0.49, P � .059; subtracted

volumes similarly showed significantly

improved quality on BPA angiograms

for most segments.

Whereas significant differences in

quality were not identified between the

agents for characterization of the super-

ficial venous segments, venography of

the deep system demonstrated signifi-

cant superiority of BPA over SCA on

subtracted and unsubtracted volumes

(unsubtracted 2.92 � 0.27 versus 2.74 � 0.44, P � .016; sub-

tracted 2.8 � 0.4 versus 2.6 � 0.53, P � .037, respectively).

Artifactual degradation and the quality of subtraction did not

differ significantly between the 2 populations (Table 2).

DISCUSSION
The present study confirms the feasibility and qualitative superi-

ority of the BPA gadofosveset disodium over the SCA gadobenate

dimeglumine for use in time-resolved cerebral MRA. The findings

suggest that several theoretic advantages to the use of BPA for

such CNS applications may be fully realized when dosing strate-

gies and delivery are optimized. Specifically, the higher protein-

binding capacity of BPA (80 –96% reversible albumin binding),

together with augmented T1 relaxation enhancement at clinical

field strengths (r1 � 19 versus r1 � 6.3 at 1.5 T) increases the

duration of the available acquisition window and provides im-

proved vascular-to-background contrast, respectively.9 Further-

more, the benefits of greater T1 relaxivity afford flexibility in dos-

ing strategies, as demonstrated by the 70% dose reduction (0.03

mmol versus 0.1 mmol) in our implementation, notably at uni-

formly improved angiographic quality. Given the superiority of

gadobenate over many other extracellular SCA, including its

greater relaxivity and its transient protein interaction, we believe

that our findings may be readily generalizable to many other SCA

as well.9,18,19

Although the benefits of BPA for use in high-resolution,

steady-state MRA were the subject of earlier studies, more recent

reports have highlighted their potential advantages for use in non-

CNS TR-MRA.4,13-17 A number of vendor-based approaches to

accelerated time-resolved imaging have been introduced, gener-

ally coupling some combination of parallel acceleration and

variable k-space sampling attenuation with temporal interpola-

tion and view sharing.1,3,20 While facilitating the timing of con-

trast-enhanced MRA and approximating catheter angiographic

Table 2: Qualitative analysis of image quality: BPA versus SCA
BPAa SCAa P Value

Arterial segment
ICA (sub) 2.74 � 0.56 2.42 � 0.76 .019
ICA (unsub) 2.88 � 0.33 2.56 � 0.61 .002
M1 (sub) 2.60 � 0.67 2.50 � 0.58 .427
M1 (unsub) 2.80 � 0.45 2.62 � 0.49 .059
M2 (sub) 2.38 � 0.75 2.00 � 0.78 .015
M2 (unsub) 2.62 � 0.57 2.24 � 0.69 .003
M3 (sub) 2.18 � 0.77 1.56 � 0.93 �.001
M3 (unsub) 2.44 � 0.58 1.76 � 0.92 �.001

Venous segment
Superficial (sub) 2.94 � 0.24 2.96 � 0.20 .650
Superficial (unsub) 2.98 � 0.14 2.96 � 0.2 .562

Artifactual degradation
Deep (sub) 2.80 � 0.4 2.60 � 0.53 .037
Deep (unsub) 2.92 � 0.27 2.74 � 0.44 .016
Subtracted 2.78 � 0.55 2.74 � 0.53 .781
Unsubtracted 2.82 � 0.44 2.74 � 0.53 .473

Subtractionb

Subtraction 0.98 � 0.14 0.92 � 0.27 .172

Note:—All values are reported as mean � standard deviation; 0 indicates nondiagnostic; 1, diagnosis possible but
limited; 2, good; 3, excellent; sub, unsub, subtracted and nonsubtracted.
a Qualitative designation of diagnostic quality derived from 4-point scale (see text).
b Indicates percentage of cases for which background subtraction was satisfactory.
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physiologic information, such approaches may be prone to vari-

ous degrees of temporal smearing, more common with traditional

keyhole undersampling algorithms, which may confound inter-

pretation of dynamic information when severe. We have not ob-

served these effects to be particularly problematic in most cases;

however, practitioners should remain aware of their potential to

mimic shunt physiology and premature venous enhancement.

We have adopted a slower injection rate for BPA than that

used in a similar, recent study by Frydrychowicz et al13 comparing

BPA with SCA in thoracic TR-MRA (1.5 mL/s versus 3 mL/s,

respectively). In combination with other factors, this difference

may be nontrivial, given the nearly uniform superiority of BPA

over SCA in our study, in contrast to the qualitative comparability

between the 2 agents as described by the authors therein. Whereas

differences in thoracic versus cerebral anatomy, particularly dif-

ferences in vessel size, make conclusive judgments in this respect

difficult, the significance of injection rate is strongly considered,

given the preferential effects of BPA on transverse (r2) over lon-

gitudinal (r1) relaxation enhancement, approaching 6:1 at 3T.9

This may be especially problematic at high field, or in large vessels

such as the subclavian arteries, in which unanticipated signal loss

may occur at peak bolus as the result of T2* effects. Dose and

injection rate reductions, as well as lower field scanning, may

therefore ameliorate such factors when relevant. The use of 1.5T

clinical systems may have further benefited this investigation, as

the r1 and the rate of longitudinal relaxation enhancement (R1)

have shown to be optimized for the macromolecular structure of

BPA at 1.5T, whereas the differences compared with SCA are less

pronounced at 3T.9 In our experience, inner-thigh and midsec-

tion burning and discomfort, sometimes described on more rapid

injection of BPA, are mitigated by the slower injection rate pre-

scribed in our studies.21

Frydrychowicz et al13 estimated both SNR and contrast-to-

noise ratio (CNR) between SCA and BPA; however as they point

out, and as thoroughly expounded previously by Reeder et al,22

SNR and CNR measurements of multichannel receive datasets are

not straightforward, given the spatial nonuniformity of noise am-

plification inherent to parallel acceleration. For this reason, we

believe qualitative estimates of image quality and quantitative de-

scriptions of contrast kinetics to be more relevant to clinical prac-

tice. It is worth noting, however, that their study described the

inferiority of arterial SNR and CNR with BPA, again possibly

relating to degradation in imaging quality related to T2* effects.

Interestingly, their findings described a reversal of this effect dur-

FIG 2. Patient (68-year-old woman) undergoing successive TR-MRA spaced approximately 1 year apart, for evaluation of angiographically
documented indirect dural arteriovenous fistula (arrow). Images in A–C were obtained with injection of SCA; images in D–F were obtained with
BPA. Early arterial (A, D), late arterial (B, E), and venous (C, F) axial MIP phases are presented as indicated. Qualitatively superior time-resolved
angiography was scored for all temporal phases and arterial segments, with consideration to diagnostic confidence and vessel-background
contrast. Note the generally delayed arrival/temporal phases with the slower administration rate of BPA.
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ing the venous phase, in which relative dilution of the BPA is

believed to restore the benefits of greater longitudinal relaxation

enhancement. Among the quantitative details considered in this

study, we found no significant difference in the likelihood of the 2

agents to produce uncontaminated (ie, free of venous enhance-

ment) arteriograms; however, as might be anticipated from the

slower injection rate of BPA, the peak arterial phase was encoun-

tered significantly later than with SCA.

Although use of early formulations of blood-pool proto-

types was complicated by their tendency for tissue retention,

gadofosveset trisodium was the first BPA, which progressed to

human trials because of its efficient excretion.11 Its high pro-

tein binding occurs almost immediately on injection, ensuring

prolonged plasma half-life without extravasation—and there-

fore excellent blood-to-tissue contrast—while the mainte-

nance of a predictable equilibrium between free and bound

fractions ensures ready glomerular filtration of the free frac-

tion, thus preventing retention within viscera.11 Together with

the excellent relaxation enhancement properties of its macro-

molecular structure, the profile of gadofosveset is therefore

well-suited to such applications.

Limitations of this study include its retrospective design;

however, both readers were fully blinded to the administered

agent before review of both the raw volumes and MIP datasets.

We chose to perform consensus reads of the study data to

ensure uniformity in qualitative analyses, because our primary

aim was to establish the qualitative superiority of an adminis-

tered agent for TR-MRA rather than specifically to investigate

the comparative diagnostic accuracy of one agent against the

other. Given the extremely large datasets, which were exam-

ined across broad vascular anatomic boundaries precluding

reliable uniformity in data presentation, we found a consensus

evaluation of angiographic quality among the proposed met-

rics to be most generalizable to future clinical use. This ap-

proach, unfortunately, did not permit determination of inter-

reader variability. All data were, however, reviewed with a

uniform and reproducible methodology to approximate clini-

cal practice as closely as achievable.

Our large study population of 100 TR-MR angiographies,

comprising 50 studies, each performed with either BPA or SCA,

constitutes a considerably larger study sample than comparable

prior investigations, ranging between 10–30 TR-MRA examina-

tions.4,13,15-17,23-26 Not all patients were disease-free in our study

population; attention was focused on the anatomically normal side

for analysis, and we thus believe the findings to be readily generaliz-

able to clinical practice and advocate strongly for the use of BPA for

cerebral TR-MRA when feasible. We propose that the superior qual-

ity, comparable enhancement kinetics, and flexibility toward a 70%

dose reduction compared with SCA underscore the advantages of

BPA for TR-MRA, particularly at 1.5T scanning; however, at approx-

imately 4 times the cost per dose, supplanting standard agents for all

applications may be impractical at present.

CONCLUSIONS
The present study confirms the superiority of BPA for use in ce-

rebral TR-MRA over conventional SCA. Superior quality was

noted for BPA across all interrogated arterial segments, as well as

the deep venous anatomy. No significant loss in the generation of

uncorrupted arteriographic phases was noted, despite the consid-

erably smaller dose of injected gadolinium chelate with BPA. Our

findings confirm not only technical feasibility but also augmented

diagnostic confidence with BPA over SCA for TR-MRA, together

with an advantageous dose profile in patients undergoing steady-

state or dynamic MRA.
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